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The Dean Schooled Them

ne night four college kids
stayed out late, partying and
having a good time. They paid no
mind to the test they had scheduled
for the next day and didn’t study.
In the morning, they hatched a plan
to get out of taking their test.They
covered themselves with grease
and dirt and went to the Dean’s
office. Once there, they said they
had been to a wedding the previous
night and on the way back they
got a flat tire and had to push the
car back to campus. The Dean
listened to their tale of woe and
thought. He offered them a retest
three days later. They thanked him
and accepted his offer that time.

W

hen the test day arrived, they
went to the Dean. The Dean
put them all in separate rooms for
the test. They were fine with this
since they had all studied hard. Then
they saw the test. It had 2 questions.
1)Your Name __________ (1 Points)
2) Which tire burst? __________
(99 Points)
Options – (a) Front Left (b) Front
Right (c) Back Left (d) Back Right

T

he lesson: Always be
responsible and make wise
decisions.

Excerpts from Suresh Semwal Book - WOW in LIFE

M

ajority of us waste lot of time
because of indecision state.
We are not able to decide. Decide
means de-cide. Eliminating all
other options and sticking to one is
called decision. Whenever we have
options and we are asked to choose
one. It leads to confusion and we
are not able to decide. Until we take
action we haven’t truly decided.

W

henever we take any decision there is always a probability that it can go wrong. There
is no error proof decision making
process which can ensure only right
decisions. If we had all the information required to take any decision
then it will not be called a decision.
It will be a foregone conclusion.

T

filter our emotions from logic. As
you must have also experienced
that majority of our decisions are
emotional decision which are later
on justified with facts. I am still to
come up with any idea as to how
not to get emotional but one thing
I can tell you and that is use some
tools like six thinking hats, paired
comparison method before taking
a decision. These tools help us to
remain rational as much as we can.

Evaluate: Write down the prob-

ability of each consequences.

Mitigate: Write down all possi-

ble ways to reduce the damage in
case negative consequences occur.

Resolve: Go ahead and take action.

Six steps decision making process:

Outcome: Write down the end re-

sult you are seeking by taking this
decision.

Options: Write down all your options.

he biggest challenge we face Consequences: Write down the
in decision making is how to consequences of each option.
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The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do

How do we add meaning to event and make experience? - Tapas Dasmohapatra

D

ay: June 15, 2011: Today my
wife had to undergo a medical
test which was to be done under
general anaesthesia. Of course she
knew the procedure, the duration
yet she was a bit apprehensive.

her down. Inside the auditorium
we got seated comfortably with
another two very good friends
Prerna and Shikhar. After 1015 minutes she complained of a
vomiting sensation, we came out,
sat for a while in comparatively
sually she is peppy, cheerful wider hall for open air. 5-10
with a smile on her face, minutes later we came back to
but today I found her to be the auditorium and enjoyed the
very low. Somehow when we music but still her energy was low.
went to the diagnostic centre
she tried to pep herself up by
he was constantly trying to pep
listening to music, talking to
herself up. The show ended
her friend Geetika and Prerna. around 10pm, we bid goodbye to
our dear friends and came to the
he prepared herself for the parking lot. There she suddenly
medical procedure. When it realized that she lost her mobile
was over I entered the room and phone. She immediately got out
found that she was still under of the car and started going into
the influence of anaesthesia. the auditorium. After parking
my car again I followed her.
fter 10-15 minutes she
struggled to get up, popped a
hat pleasantly surprised me
pain killer and we reached home.
was her revived energy.
We had earlier planned for a musical She was walking and searching
evening by Mohit Chauhan, we with all the energy and alertness
went for that. I was a little careful required for that. She went to the
of her as she was not able to walk auditorium, searched for her mobile
properly. She had her right hand phone under the seats, talked to the
on her stomach continually to security guards, searched in the
ease the pain. It almost slowed pavement, parking lot, called her

U

S

friends, called the mobile phone
operator customer care line, called
the office administration guy to
inform about the loss. And all
this happened in just 20 minutes.

I

was just pleasant and surprised
by the sudden gain in energy.
Though she lost the mobile
phone but I was very happy
to find her back with all the
energy. We all can have different
experience from a same event
because we can add meaning to it.

S

A

W

Joke

S

am walks into his boss’s office pily gets up to leave. “By the
and says “Sir, I’ll be straight way,” asks the boss, “Which
with you, I know the economy three companies are after you?”
isn’t great, but I have over three
companies after me, and I would
The electric company, water
like to respectfully ask for a raise.”
company, and phone company!”

A

“

fter a few minutes of haggling the boss finally agrees
to a 5% raise, and Sam hapLEARN WITH FUN  MAR 2017  WWW.POSSIBLERS.COM

The secret of getting ahead is getting started

Anxious about your future?

O

nce two villagers were they
broke
their
limbs!
sitting under a tree and
watching the sunset. They
either
has
bought
were
very
close
friends.
buffalo nor any land.
Nothing
has
happened.
fter sitting quietly for
some time, one asked the
ust the mind´s race and both of
other, “What are you thinking?
them broke their limbs over it!

N

A

J
O

I am planning
acres of land,
The other friend
said, “Don´t buy

to buy five
ur fears are also like that.
a garden.”
The future has not yet come.
immediately But you just sit there and think,
the garden!” “Oh! What will happen?” So
much anxiety about the future!
he first one was surprised. In this run, the mind gets into
He
asked
“why”? such a mess. It is unable to see
the present moment as it unfolds!
he second one replied,
“I am planning to buy a
he mind totally forgets the
buffalo. Then, my buffalo will
divine. “Me, mine, what
enter your garden and we will about tomorrow, the day after and
fight, have misunderstandings the day after that, next year, ten
and lose our friendship. I do not years later?” You people plan in
want to lose our friendship.” this way even up to the next birth!

T
T

T

desire ever risen in you, that you
want the highest peace? Has
it arisen from deep inside you?

T

he divine light is something
by which the whole world
is running. Have you ever really
wanted it? When you sing or pray
there should be total involvement.

Y

ou don´t involve yourself
totally.
If
the
mind
is
preoccupied
elsewhere
then that is no prayer at all.

T

here
should
be
total
involvement. When there is
pain there is more involvement.

I

f you consider yourself as
bonded, you will remain
bound. Become free right now.

S

it down and become
contented.
You
are
he first one said, “Then,
hen people are newly afraid of opening your fists.
you cancel your plan
married they say, “We
of buying a buffalo. I am will be husband and wife for
hat is there with you
going to buy my garden.” many life-times to come!
that you have to hold
This one birth is not enough. your fists? You have nothing
he second one said, “No,
with you. Open your fists. The
no, no. I have already
e will be man and wife whole sky will be in your hands.
decided to buy a buffalo.”
for the next seven births!”
In reality, they may be fed up of
e natural. Be with love.
he first one said, “How will each other in this birth itself, but
Do service. Celebrate life.
your buffalo enter my garden? they talk of the next seven births!
I will fence it thoroughly.”
e
should
experience
he second one said, “No,
the divine´s presence,
you see, it can just enter; a the divine´s light around us.
buffalo is a buffalo. Who can You should have a desire in
stop it? It can do anything.” your mind to experience this.

T

W

T

W

T
T

W

T

H

hen the fight went to
such
an
extent
that

ave we ever desired the
divine light? Has such a
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Don’t watch the clock; do what it does. Keep going

Life Lesson!!
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Too many of us are not living our dreams because we are living our fears
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The best way to predict the future is to create
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